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1a 
Macro Domain Social Support 

Domain SCG-lack of social support for child rearing 
Scale Name Synoss 
Scale Label Lack of social support for child rearing 
Scale Mean 1.20 

Scale SD .36 
Scale Valid N 757 

Unstandardized Alpha .7186 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=definitely yes, 2=maybe, 3=no, 4=I don’t know 
sssdrop If your child were thinking about dropping out of school, is there anyone you could talk 

to? 
ssscoll Is there anyone you could go to for advice/assistance getting your 7th grader into 

college? 
ssspreg If your unmarried teenage daughter got pregnant, is there anyone you could talk to if 

you wanted to? 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sssdrop SCG 29 .60 .55  
ssscoll SCG 30 .42 .76  

ssspreg SCG 31 .60 .55  
      

      
 
Notes: unincluded variable 
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1b 
Macro Domain Social Support 

Domain SCG – spouse involvement in child rearing 
Scale Name sspoinv 
Scale Label scg/spouse involvement in child rearing 
Scale Mean .00 

Scale SD .65 
Scale Valid N 752 

Unstandardized Alpha .65 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=none at all, 2=a little, 3=some, 4=a lot 
sspamres In raising your 7th grader, about how much responsibility does your 

spouse/partner/other caregiver take? 
Scale-Item Values 1=not very close, 2=fairly close, 3=quite close, 4=extremely close 

ssprelat Is your spouse/partner/other caregiver’s relationship with your 7th grader… 
Scale-Item Values 1=never, 2=rarely, 3=sometimes, 4=frequently 

sspdiscu How often do you and your spouse/partner/other caregiver discuss matters concerning 
your 7th grader? 

Scale-Item Values 1=very little influence, 2=some influence, 3=a great deal of influence 
sspinflu When you and your spouse/partner/other caregiver make decisions about your 7th 

grader does he/she have: 
Scale-Item Values 1=never, 2=sometimes, 3=usually, 4=always 

sspagree In raising your 7th grader how often do you and your spouse/partner/other caregiver 
agree? 

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sspamres SCG 33 .49 .57  

ssprelat SCG 35 .44 .60  
sspdiscu SCG 36 .43 .59  
sspinflu SCG 37 .36 .62  

sspagree SCG 38 .36 .62  
      

      
      
      
      

 
Note: unincluded variable
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1c 
Macro Domain Social Support 

Domain SCG/spouse conflict 
Scale Name sconflp 
Scale Label scg/spouse conflict 
Scale Mean 2.62 

Scale SD 1.00 
Scale Valid N 756 

Unstandardized Alpha .73 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=never, 2=almost never, 3=occasionally, 4=sometimes, 5=very often 
smoney How often do you and your spouse/partner/other caregiver argue about money? 
schores  How often do you and your spouse/partner/other caregiver argue about chores and 

responsibilities? 
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
smoney SCG 40a .57 *  
schores  SCG 40b .57 *  

      
      
      
      

      
      
      
      

 
Note: unincluded variable
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2a 
Macro Domain Psychological Capitol 

Domain SCG – mental health 
Scale Name sangry 
Scale Label SCG anger 
Scale Mean 1.54 

Scale SD .58 
Scale Valid N 775 

Unstandardized Alpha .76 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never, 2=once in a while, 3=sometimes, 4=often, 5=almost always 
During the past couple of months (including today), how often… 

smhanrgy have you felt so angry that you wanted to smash or break something? 
smhmad have you felt really mad at other people? 

smhtempr have you felt you couldn’t control your temper? 
smhhit have you felt so upset you wanted to hit or hurt someone? 

  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
smhanrgy SCG 24e .57 .70  

smhmad SCG 24g .49 .74  
smhtempr SCG 24i .55 .71  

smhhit SCG 24j .65 .67  
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2a 
Macro Domain Psychological Capitol 

Domain SCG – mental health 
Scale Name sdepre 
Scale Label SCG depression 
Scale Mean 1.59 

Scale SD .58 
Scale Valid N 780 

Unstandardized Alpha .76 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never, 2=once in a while, 3=sometimes, 4=often, 5=almost always 
During the past couple of months (including today), how often… 

smhhope have you felt hopeless? 
smhlone have you felt lonely 
smhcare have you felt like you don’t care anymore? 

smhdepre have you felt depressed? 
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
smhhope SCG 24a .67 .77  
smhlone SCG 24b .61 .80  
smhcare SCG 24c .67 .78  

smhdepre SCG 24d .67 .77  
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2a 
Macro Domain Psychological Capitol 

Domain SCG – mental health 
Scale Name stimhas 
Scale Label SCG-time hassles 
Scale Mean 2.41 

Scale SD .78 
Scale Valid N 783 

Unstandardized Alpha .60 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never, 2=once in a while, 3=sometimes, 4=often, 5=almost always 
During the past couple of months (including today), how often… 

smthtime have you felt like there is not enough time? 
smhhass1 have you felt hassled? 

  smhexh  have you felt exhausted? 
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 

smthtime SCG 24f .42 .48  
smhhass1 SCG 24h .37 .54  

 smhexh  SCG 24k .42 .46  
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2b 
Macro Domain Psychological Capitol 

Domain SCG – resiliency 
Scale Name sresil 
Scale Label SCG-resiliency 
Scale Mean 2.41 

Scale SD .69 
Scale Valid N 782 

Unstandardized Alpha .82 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never, 2=once in a while, 3=sometimes, 4=often, 5=almost always 
I feel that I am very good at… 

srefigur figuring out problems then making a plan to solve them. 
sreplans carrying out the plans I make for solving problems. 

srebounc bouncing back quickly from bad experiences. 
srelearn learning from my mistakes. 

  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
srefigur SCG 27a .70 .76  

sreplans SCG 27b .71 .75  
srebounc SCG 27c .63 .79  

srelearn SCG 27d .56 .82  
      
      

      
      
      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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2c 
Macro Domain Psychological Capitol 

Domain SCG – efficiency for influencing positive and negative outcomes for child 
Scale Name seffshl 
Scale Label scg influence at school 
Scale Mean 2.53 

Scale SD .73 
Scale Valid N 777 

Unstandardized Alpha .73 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=not very well 2=somewhat well 3=pretty well 4=very well 
I feel that I am very good at… 

srefigur figuring out problems then making a plan to solve them. 
sreplans carrying out the plans I make for solving problems. 

srebounc bouncing back quickly from bad experiences. 
srelearn learning from my mistakes. 

  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
srefigur SCG 27a .70 .76  

sreplans SCG 27b .71 .75  
srebounc SCG 27c .63 .79  

srelearn SCG 27d .56 .82  
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2c 
Macro Domain Psychological Capitol 

Domain SCG – efficiency for influencing positive and negative outcomes for child 
Scale Name seffsub 
Scale Label scg efficacy for school subjects 
Scale Mean 4.89 

Scale SD 1.66 
Scale Valid N 767 

Unstandardized Alpha .84 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all effective                    7=very effective 
How effective do you know feel you are in… 

seffmath helping your 7th grader in math? 
seffsubj helping your 7th grader in other school subjects? 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
seffmath SCG 73a .73 *  
seffsubj SCG 73b .73 *  
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2c 
Macro Domain Psychological Capitol 

Domain SCG – efficiency for influencing positive and negative outcomes for child 
Scale Name seficac 
Scale Label scg efficacy  
Scale Mean 3.57 

Scale SD .46 
Scale Valid N 780 

Unstandardized Alpha .84 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=nothing 2=a little 3=some 4=a lot 
How much can you do to get your 7th grader… 

seftroub to stay out of trouble at school? 
sefwrong to stay away from the wrong kinds of kids? 

sefdrug to not use drugs or alcohol? 
sefhmwrk to do his/her homework? 

sefmath to get good grades in math? 
sefgrade to get good grades in other school subjects? 

  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
seftroub SCG 60a .66 .81  

sefwrong SCG 60b .62 .82  
sefdrug SCG 60c .54 .83  

sefhmwrk SCG 60d .55 .83  
sefmath SCG 60g .65 .81  

sefgrade SCG 60h .69 .80  
      

      
      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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2c 
Macro Domain Psychological Capitol 

Domain SCG – efficiency for influencing positive and negative outcomes for child 
Scale Name seficac 
Scale Label scg efficacy  
Scale Mean 3.57 

Scale SD .46 
Scale Valid N 780 

Unstandardized Alpha .84 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=nothing 2=a little 3=some 4=a lot 
How much can you do to get your 7th grader… 

seftroub to stay out of trouble at school? 
sefwrong to stay away from the wrong kinds of kids? 

sefdrug to not use drugs or alcohol? 
sefhmwrk to do his/her homework? 

sefmath to get good grades in math? 
sefgrade to get good grades in other school subjects? 

  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
seftroub SCG 60a .66 .81  

sefwrong SCG 60b .62 .82  
sefdrug SCG 60c .54 .83  

sefhmwrk SCG 60d .55 .83  
sefmath SCG 60g .65 .81  

sefgrade SCG 60h .69 .80  
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2d 
Macro Domain Psychological Capitol 

Domain SCG – substance abuse 
Scale Name salcuse 
Scale Label SCG-frequency/conflict around alcohol and drug use 
Scale Mean 1.90 

Scale SD 1.10 
Scale Valid N 783 

Unstandardized Alpha .54 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=never 2=once a month 3=once every 2-3 weeks 4=once a week 5=2-3 times a week 
6=once a day 7=2-3 times a day or more 

seftroub How many times in the last year have you used alcohol, illegal drugs or other mood 
altering substances? 

sdrugs How often do you and your spouse/partner argue about drinking and/or drugs? 
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
seftroub SCG 25 .46 *  

sdrugs SCG 40c .46 *  
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2d 
Macro Domain Psychological Capitol 

Domain SCG – substance abuse 
Scale Name sdrktro 
Scale Label SCG-problems because of drinking 
Scale Mean 1.03 

Scale SD .12 
Scale Valid N 744 

Unstandardized Alpha .41 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=never 2=once 3=2-3 times 4=4-5 times 5=6-9 times 6=10 or more times 
Because of drinking alcohol or taking drugs, how often in the past year… 

ssubpass have you passed out? 
ssubrem have you not remembered what you did? 
ssubinj have you had an accident or injury? 

ssubcare have you not been able to take care of your family/children? 
ssubprob have you had problems at work? 
ssubtrou have you gotten into trouble with the police? 

  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
ssubpass SCG 26a .25 .35  
ssubrem SCG 26b .28 .33  
ssubinj SCG 26c .24 .37  

ssubcare SCG 26e .21 .37  
ssubprob SCG 26f .20 .39  
ssubtrou SCG 26g .18 .40  

      
      
      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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3a 
Macro Domain Socialization Values 

Domain SCG – Importance of child’s school achievement 
Scale Name simpsch 
Scale Label SCG – Importance of child’s school achievement 
Scale Mean 6.63 

Scale SD .71 
Scale Valid N 779 

Unstandardized Alpha .79 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all important              7=very important 
How important is it to you that your 7th grader… 

skiwmath do well in math? 
skiwgen do well in school in general? 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
skiwmath SCG 79a .65 *  
skiwgen SCG 79b .65 *  
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4a 
Macro Domain Gender Role 

Domain SCG – gender role beliefs 
Scale Name sgdrblf 
Scale Label SCG – gender role beliefs 
Scale Mean 2.67 

Scale SD .84 
Scale Valid N 775 

Unstandardized Alpha .80 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=strongly agree 2=agree 3=disagree 4=strongly disagree 
sgrbread It’s usually better for everyone involved if the man is the breadwinner and the woman 

takes care of the home/family. 
sgrout Babies and young children are likely to suffer if the mother works outside the home. 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sgrbread SCG 80a .67 *  

sgrout SCG 80b .67 *  
      
      
      
      
      

      
      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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5a 
Macro Domain Family Socialization 

Domain SCG – family level socialization 
Scale Name sauthor 
Scale Label SCG – authority 
Scale Mean 3.70 

Scale SD .80 
Scale Valid N 776 

Unstandardized Alpha .54 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never  2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
saufollo I want my 7th grader to follow my directions even if he/she disagrees with my reasons. 

saupermi I expect my 7th grader to ask permission to do most things. 
saudisag I do not like my 7th grader to disagree with me in front of others. 

  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
saufollo SCG 82 .41 .32  

saupermi SCG 83 .36 .41  
saudisag SCG 84 .27 .54  
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5a 
Macro Domain Family Socialization 

Domain SCG – family level socialization 
Scale Name sdecide 
Scale Label SCG – child involvement in decision making 
Scale Mean 3.73 

Scale SD .75 
Scale Valid N 771 

Unstandardized Alpha .74 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never  2=not too often 3=about half the time 4= fairly often 5=almost always 
sdminv How often do you ask your 7th grader what he/she thinks before deciding on family 

matters that involve him/her. 
sdmaff How often do you ask your 7th grader what he/she thinks before making decisions that 

affect him/her. 
sauideas I encourage my 7th grader to give his/her ideas and opinions even if we might disagree. 
sauliste I find that listening to what my 7th grader has to say helps me reach a better decision. 

  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sdminv SCG 67a .61 .63  
sdmaff SCG 67b .58 .65  

sauideas SCG 85 .47 .71  
sauliste SCG 86 .46 .71  
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6a 
Macro Domain Family Management 

Domain SCG – time use with child 
Scale Name sposac 
Scale Label SCG – time use with child 
Scale Mean 3.01 

Scale SD .91 
Scale Valid N 768 

Unstandardized Alpha .81 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=never  2=once or twice 3=at least once a week 4=several times a week 5=daily for less 
than 1 hour 6=daily for more than one hour 
In the past month, how often have you done the following activities with your 7th grader? 

skthmwrk Helped your 7th grader do homework or a school project. 
sktindor Done outdoor activities with your 7th grader other than watch TV. 
sktdiscu Discussed your 7th grader’s experiences at school (eg asking your 7th grader what he/she 

did at school). 
sktfun Done something together just for fun (like go to the movies or go for walks) 

sktnews Discussed news or current events with your 7th grader. 
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
skthmwrk SCG 69c .54 .79  

sktindor SCG 69d .62 .77  
sktdiscu SCG 69e .61 .77  

sktfun SCG 69f .58 .78  
sktnews SCG 69g .62 .77  

      
      

      
      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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6b 
Macro Domain Family Management 

Domain SCG – perception of child’s time use 
Scale Name scool 
Scale Label cool activities-scg 
Scale Mean 3.38 

Scale SD .91 
Scale Valid N 761 

Unstandardized Alpha .53 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all  2=once or twice 3=at least once a week 4=several times a week 5=daily for 
less than 1 hour 6=daily for more than one hour 
Thinking about the last two weeks, about how often did your 7th grader do each of the 
following during out of school time? 

sk2sport Sports or other physical activities. 
sk2frien Hanging out with friends. 
sk2mtv Watching music videos (MTV). 

sk20thtv Watching other TV programs. 
sk2video Playing Nintendo or other video games. 

  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sk2sport SCG 61b .29 .48  
sk2frien SCG 61c .29 .48  
sk2mtv SCG 61e .26 .49  

sk20thtv SCG 61f .29 .48  
sk2video SCG 61g .35 .44  
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6b 
Macro Domain Family Management 

Domain SCG – perception of child’s time use 
Scale Name suncool 
Scale Label uncool activities-scg 
Scale Mean 3.73 

Scale SD .87 
Scale Valid N 765 

Unstandardized Alpha .52 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all  2=once or twice 3=at least once a week 4=several times a week 5=daily for 
less than 1 hour 6=daily for more than one hour 
Thinking about the last two weeks, about how often did your 7th grader do each of the 
following during out of school time? 

sk2music Music, art, drama, or dance. 
sk2news Watching news or educational TV. 
sk2read Reading for pleasure. 

sk2hmwrk Doing homework. 
sk2help Helping around the house. 

  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sk2music SCG 61a .27 .48  
sk2news SCG 61d .28 .47  
sk2read SCG 61h .34 .44  

sk2hmwrk SCG 61i .28 .48  
sk2help SCG 61j .29 .47  

      
      

      
      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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6c 
Macro Domain Family Management 

Domain SCG – proactive encouragement 
Scale Name sproenc 
Scale Label SCG – proactive encouragement 
Scale Mean 3.85 

Scale SD .82 
Scale Valid N 746 

Unstandardized Alpha .86 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=never 2=almost never 3=occasionally 4=sometimes 5=very often 
In the past six months, how often have you done things to help your 7th grader get better 
at these talents? 

sk6futur Told your 7th grader that these are very important talents to have because they will help 
him/her in the future. 

sk6prais  Praised your 7th grader when he/she did well in these activities. 
sk6bette Told your 7th grader how to get better at these skills. 
sk6progr Signed your 7th grader up for classes or programs to help him/her get better at these 

skills. 
sk6prac Made sure your 7th grader practices these skills at home. 

sk6done Done the activity(ies) with your 7th grader. 
sk6watch Watched your 7th grader to the activity(ies). 

  
 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sk6futur SCG 45a .66 .85  
sk6prais  SCG 45b .63 .85  
sk6bette SCG 45c .70 .84  
sk6progr SCG 45d .51 .87  
sk6prac SCG 45e .67 .85  

sk6done SCG 45f .69 .84  
sk6watch SCG 45g .66 .85  
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6c 
Macro Domain Family Management 

Domain SCG – proactive prevention of problems  
Scale Name spropre 
Scale Label SCG – proactive prevention of problems  
Scale Mean 3.84 

Scale SD .76 
Scale Valid N 736 

Unstandardized Alpha .76 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=never 2=almost never 3=occasionally 4=sometimes 5=very often 
In the past six months, how often have you tried these things to keep your 7th grader 
from doing things you worry about? 

sk6talk Talk to him/her about it. 
sk6keep Keep him/her away from the dangers. 
sk6point Point out how these dangers have destroyed the lives of specific people you know. 
sk6invol Get him/her involved in good activities. 
sk6home Keep him/her at home as much as possible. 
sk6threa Threaten to punish your 7th grader for doing things that lead to the problem. 

  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sk6talk SCG 50a .59 .70  

sk6keep SCG 50b .56 .71  
sk6point SCG 50c .60 .70  
sk6invol SCG 50d .37 .76  
sk6home SCG 50e .49 .74  
sk6threa SCG 50f .45 .74  
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7a 
Macro Domain SCG/Child Relationship 

Domain SCG/Child Relationship 
Scale Name sconfly 
Scale Label SCG conflict with youth 
Scale Mean 2.04 

Scale SD .80 
Scale Valid N 780 

Unstandardized Alpha .73 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
Please tell us how often you and your 7th grader have disagreements or arguments about 
the following things. 

skmoney How he/she spends money. 
sktime How he/she spends time outside school. 
skcard His/her report card. 

skclothe His/her clothes, hair (and makeup). 
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
skmoney SCG 63a .44 .71  

sktime SCG 63b .57 .64  
skcard SCG 63c .54 .66  

skclothe SCG 63d .53 .66  
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7a 
Macro Domain SCG/Child Relationship 

Domain SCG/Child Relationship 
Scale Name shumor 
Scale Label SCG humor 
Scale Mean 3.59 

Scale SD .82 
Scale Valid N 783 

Unstandardized Alpha .73 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
How often… 

sklaugh do you and your 7th grader enjoy a good laugh together? 
skjoke do you and your 7th grader joke with one another? 

skfunny do you say something funny to get your 7th grader’s mind off his/her troubles? 
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sklaugh SCG 63a .44 .71  

skjoke SCG 63b .57 .64  
skfunny SCG 63c .54 .66  
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7a 
Macro Domain SCG/Child Relationship 

Domain SCG/Child Relationship 
Scale Name stalky 
Scale Label SCG talking with youth 
Scale Mean 3.32 

Scale SD 1.12 
Scale Valid N 777 

Unstandardized Alpha .88 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=less than once a month 3=1-3 times a month 4=about once a week 5=a 
few times a week 6=almost every day 
My 7th grader… 

sktlife and I talk about what is going on in his/her life. 
sktfrien talks to me about how things are going with his/her friends. 

sktplans and I talk about his/her plans for the future. 
sktschl talks to me about problems he/she is having at school. 
sktjobs and I talk about future jobs he/she might have. 

sktcours and I talk about what courses he/she should take in school or how he/she will prepare 
for a job. 

  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sktlife SCG 66a .65 .86  

sktfrien SCG 66b .68 .86  
sktplans SCG 66c .77 .84  

sktschl SCG 66d .71 .85  
sktjobs SCG 66e .67 .86  

sktcours SCG 66f .64 .87  
      

      
      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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7b 
Macro Domain SCG/Child Relationship 

Domain SCG frustration working with child 
Scale Name sfrus 
Scale Label SCG frustration working with child 
Scale Mean 2.37 

Scale SD 1.23 
Scale Valid N 752 

Unstandardized Alpha .79 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all frustrating           7=very frustrating 
In general, how frustrating do you find working with your 7th grader in the following 
areas? 

sfrmath Math or science homework. 
sfrwork Other schoolwork. 
sfrsport  Sports. 

sfrskill Other skill areas such as music, dance or drama. 
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sfrmath SCG 72a .60 .74  
sfrwork SCG 72b .74 .67  
sfrsport  SCG 72c .52 .78  

sfrskill SCG 72d .54 .77  
      
      
      

      
      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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8a 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG Perceptions of chances of positive and negative outcomes for child 
Scale Name snegch 
Scale Label SCG-changes of negative outcomes (for child) 
Scale Mean 1.40 

Scale SD .49 
Scale Valid N 776 

Unstandardized Alpha .81 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=very low 2=low 3=in the middle 4=high 5=high 6=already happened 
What are the chances your 7th grader will… 

schdrug get  involved with drugs? 
schdrink have a drinking problem? 
schtroub get in trouble with the police? 
schgang get involved in gang activity? 

schcut often cut school? 
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
schdrug SCG 58b .62 .77  
schdrink SCG 58d .61 .77  
schtroub SCG 58f .73 .73  
schgang SCG 58g .54 .79  

schcut SCG 58h .49 .80  
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8a 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG Perceptions of chances of positive and negative outcomes for child 
Scale Name s1xchdel 
Scale Label SCG-chances of youth delinquency matches W3 
Scale Mean 1.37 

Scale SD .52 
Scale Valid N 777 

Unstandardized Alpha .75 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=very low 2=low 3=in the middle 4=high 5=high 6=already happened 
What are the chances your 7th grader will… 

schdrug get  involved with drugs? 
schtroub get in trouble with the police? 
schgang get involved in gang activity? 

  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
schdrug SCG 58b .49 .79  

schtroub SCG 58g .56 .69  
schgang SCG 58f .71 .51  
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8a 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG Perceptions of chances of positive and negative outcomes for child 
Scale Name sposch 
Scale Label SCG-changes of positive outcomes (for child) 
Scale Mean .00 

Scale SD .84 
Scale Valid N 780 

Unstandardized Alpha .79 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=very low 2=low 3=in the middle 4=high 5=high 
What are the chances your 7th grader will… 

schcoll complete college? 
schjob find a stable and well-paying job when he/she becomes an adult? 

schwell do well in junior and senior high school? 
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
schcoll SCG 58a .67 .66  
schjob SCG 58d .61 .73  

schwell SCG 58i .60 .74  
      
      
      
      

      
      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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8b 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG Perceptions of youth mental health 
Scale Name syangry 
Scale Label SCG perception of youth anger 
Scale Mean 1.81 

Scale SD .80 
Scale Valid N 776 

Unstandardized Alpha .74 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
My 7th grader… 

sktemper has a very strong temper and loses it easily. 
sknags persists and nags…can’t take no for an answer. 

skshouts  shouts or yells at me. 
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sktemper SCG 65p .56 .65  

sknags SCG 65t .55 .68  
skshouts  SCG 65u .60 .63  

      
      
      
      

      
      
      

 
note: unincluded variable 
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8b 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG Perceptions of youth mental health 
Scale Name sydepre 
Scale Label SCG perception of youth depression 
Scale Mean 1.88 

Scale SD .62 
Scale Valid N 771 

Unstandardized Alpha .78 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
My 7th grader… 

skmood has sudden changes in mood or feelings. 
sktense is rather high strung, tense, or nervous. 

skfear is too fearful or anxious. 
sksad is unhappy, sad, or depressed. 

skwithdr is withdrawn, does not get involved with others. 
sksulks sulks and pouts. 

  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
skmood SCG 65f .53 .75  
sktense SCG 65g .59 .73  

skfear SCG 65h .57 .74  
sksad SCG 65q .55 .75  

skwithdr SCG 65r .42 .77  
sksulks SCG 65s .54 .75  
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8b 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG Perceptions of youth mental health 
Scale Name sydistr 
Scale Label SCG perception of youth distraction 
Scale Mean 1.85 

Scale SD .75 
Scale Valid N 776 

Unstandardized Alpha .78 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
My 7th grader… 

skatten has difficulty concentrating, can not pay attention for long. 
skimpul is impulsive, or acts without thinking. 
skrestle is restless or overly active, can not sit still. 

skfog is easily confused, seems to be in a fog. 
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
skatten SCG 65i .65 .70  
skimpul SCG 65m .62 .72  
skrestle SCG 65n .58 .74  

skfog SCG 65o .53 .76  
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8b 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG Perceptions of youth mental health 
Scale Name synosoc 
Scale Label SCG perception of youth anti-social behavior 
Scale Mean 1.46 

Scale SD .63 
Scale Valid N 776 

Unstandardized Alpha .73 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
My 7th grader… 

scruel bullies or is cruel or mean to others. 
skkids has trouble getting along with other children. 

skteach has trouble getting along with teachers. 
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
scruel SCG 65j .54 .66  
skkids SCG 65k .57 .63  

skteach SCG 65l .55 .65  
      
      
      
      

      
      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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8c 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG Perceptions of youth resiliency 
Scale Name syresil 
Scale Label SCG perception of youth resiliency 
Scale Mean 3.56 

Scale SD .79 
Scale Valid N 779 

Unstandardized Alpha .85 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
My 7th grader… 

skrefig is very good at figuring out problems and planning how to solve them. 
skreplan is very good at carrying out the plans he/she makes for solving problems. 
skreback is very good at bouncing back quickly from bad experiences. 
skrelear is very good at learning from his/her mistakes. 

  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
skrefig SCG 65a .74 .79  

skreplan SCG 65b .74 .79  
skreback SCG 65c .59 .85  
skrelear SCG 65d .69 .81  

      
      
      

      
      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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8d 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG Perceptions of child 
Scale Name skdeal 
Scale Label SCG-Youth’s reaction to problem situation 
Scale Mean 3.80 

Scale SD .68 
Scale Valid N 773 

Unstandardized Alpha .68 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=not too often 3=about half the time 4= fairly often 5=almost always 
How often does your 7th grader… 

sdmlist listen to your ideas about how to solve the problem? 
sdmidea have good ideas about how to solve the problem? 
sdminter show a real interest in helping to solve the problem? 

sdmangry just seem to get angry? (R) 
sdmignor ignore the problem? (R) 
sdmblame blame others for the problem? (R) 

  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sdmlist SCG 68a .60 .81  

sdmidea SCG 68b .64 .81  
sdminter SCG 68c .71 .79  

sdmangry SCG 68d .56 .82  
sdmignor SCG 68e .65 .80  
sdmblame SCG 68f .54 .83  

      
      

      
      

 
Note:  sdmangry, sdmignor, sdmblame recoded (flipped)
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8d 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG Perceptions of child 
Scale Name sydfest 
Scale Label SCG-Youth deals with problems in self-defeating ways (subscale) 
Scale Mean 2.04 

Scale SD .77 
Scale Valid N 774 

Unstandardized Alpha .78 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=not too often 3=about half the time 4= fairly often 5=almost always 
How often does your 7th grader… 

sdmangry just seem to get angry? 
sdmignor ignore the problems? 
sdmblame blame others for the problem? 

  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sdmangry SCG 68d .60 .70 skdeal 
sdmignor SCG 68e .63 .68 skdeal 
sdmblame SCG 68f .61 .71 skdeal 
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8d 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG Perceptions of child 
Scale Name syprod 
Scale Label SCG-Youth deals with problems productively (subscale) 
Scale Mean 3.64 

Scale SD .79 
Scale Valid N 776 

Unstandardized Alpha .85 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=not too often 3=about half the time 4= fairly often 5=almost always 
How often does your 7th grader… 

sdmlist listen to your ideas about how to solve the problem? 
sdmidea have good ideas about how to solve the problem? 
sdminter show a real interest in helping to solve the problem? 

  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sdmangry SCG 68a .68 .82 skdeal 
sdmignor SCG 68b .72 .79 skdeal 
sdmblame SCG 68c .74 .75 skdeal 
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8e 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG concerns about providing for child’s future 
Scale Name sconemp  
Scale Label SCG concerns about providing for child’s future 
Scale Mean 2.39 

Scale SD 1.17 
Scale Valid N 637 

Unstandardized Alpha .88 
  

Scale-Item Values 0=N/A 1=not at all concerned 2=a little 3=somewhat concerned 4=pretty concerned 
5=very concerned 
How concerned are you… 

sconpay that you may not be able to pay for the education or training your 7th grader may need to 
get a good job? 

sconjob that you might get laid off from your job? 
sconmove that the company you work for might close or move? 
sconsjob that your spouse might get laid off from his/her job? 

  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sconpay SCG 81b .62 .90  
sconjob SCG 81c .85 .81  

sconmove SCG 81d .79 .83  
sconsjob SCG 81e .74 .85  

      
      
      
      

      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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8f 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG perceptions of child’s abilities 
Scale Name sybeliv 
Scale Label SCG believe Y will do well in school 
Scale Mean 5.66 

Scale SD 1.10 
Scale Valid N 773 

Unstandardized Alpha .90 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all good                           7=very good 
How good is your 7th grader… 

skabmath at math? 
skabwork in other schoolwork? 

Scale-Item Values 1=much worse than other children                      7=much better than other children 
In comparison to other children, how well do you think your 7th grader will do… 

skabmath in math this year? 
skabwork in other schoolwork this year? 

  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
skabmath SCG 74a .75 .88  
skabwork SCG 74b .78 .86  
skabmath SCG 75a .80 .85  
skabwork SCG 75b .76 .87  
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8f 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG perceptions of child’s abilities 
Scale Name symusi 
Scale Label SCG believe Y will do well in music 
Scale Mean 5.12 

Scale SD 1.46 
Scale Valid N 769 

Unstandardized Alpha .89 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all good                           7=very good 
How good is your 7th grader… 

skabarts at music or other performing arts? 
Scale-Item Values 1=much worse than other children                      7=much better than other children 

In comparison to other children, how well do you think your 7th grader will do… 
skcoarts in music or other performing arts this year? 

  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
skabarts SCG 74d .81 *  
skcoarts SCG 75d .81 *  
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8f 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Child 

Domain SCG perceptions of child’s abilities 
Scale Name syspor 
Scale Label SCG believe Y will do well in sports 
Scale Mean 5.24 

Scale SD 1.36 
Scale Valid N 774 

Unstandardized Alpha .87 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all good                           7=very good 
How good is your 7th grader… 

skabspor at sports? 
Scale-Item Values 1=much worse than other children                      7=much better than other children 

In comparison to other children, how well do you think your 7th grader will do… 
skcospor in sports this year? 

  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
skabspor SCG 74c .78 *  
skcospor SCG 75c .78 *  

      
      
      
      
      
      

      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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9a 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Older Sibling 

Domain SCG perception of OS mental health 
Scale Name soviole 
Scale Label SCG perception of OS violent behavior 
Scale Mean 2.10 

Scale SD 1.13 
Scale Valid N 258 

Unstandardized Alpha .76 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=less than once a month 3=1-3 times a month 4=about once a week 5=a 
few times a week 6=almost every day 
During the past couple of months (including today), how often has your older child… 

sosyell shouted or yelled at you? 
sosangr felt angry toward you? 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sosyell SCG 74c .61 *  

sosangr SCG 75c .61 *  
      
      
      
      
      
      

      
      

 
note: unincluded variable 
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9b 
Macro Domain SCG Perceptions of Older Sibling 

Domain SCG perception of OS resiliency 
Scale Name soresil 
Scale Label SCG perception of OS resiliency 
Scale Mean 3.77 

Scale SD .90 
Scale Valid N 257 

Unstandardized Alpha .86 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
My older child is very good at… 

sosprob figuring out problems and planning how to solve them. 
sosplan carrying out the plans he/she makes for solving problems. 

sosbounc bouncing back quickly from bad experiences. 
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sosprob SCG 93a .82 .72  
sosplan SCG 93b .82 .71  

sosbounc SCG 93c .57 .94  
      
      
      
      
      

      
      

 
note: unincluded variable 
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10a 
Macro Domain Older Sibling Personality 

Domain SCG perception of OS personality characteristics 
Scale Name sohappy 
Scale Label SCG perception of OS happiness and positive mental health 
Scale Mean 258 

Scale SD 4.05 
Scale Valid N .70 

Unstandardized Alpha .69 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
My older child… 

soshard has a hard time handling problems when he/she gets upset. (R) 
sosdepre is depressed. (R) 

soswith is hard to get along with. (R) 
sosfun is fun to be around. 

  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
soshard SCG 93d .36 .69  

sosdepre  SCG 93g .48 .61  
soswith SCG 93h .53 .58  
sosfun SCG 93i .50 .60  

      
      
      
      

      
      

 
note: sodepre, soshard, soswith recoded (flipped)
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10a 
Macro Domain Older Sibling Personality 

Domain SCG perception of OS personality characteristics 
Scale Name sosocsk 
Scale Label SCG perception of OS social skills and flexibility 
Scale Mean .00 

Scale SD .77 
Scale Valid N 254 

Unstandardized Alpha .77 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
My older child… 

sosproud makes me proud. 
sosalong gets along well with people. 

Scale-Item Values 1=much less trouble than other children               7=much more trouble than other children 
In comparison to other children… 

sostroub how much trouble does your older child get into? (R) 
Scale-Item Values 1=not very well                     7=very well 

sosadjus How well did your older child adjust to junior high school? 
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sosproud SCG 93e .69 .66  
sosalong SCG 93f .58 .72  
sostroub SCG 97 .57 .73  
sosadjus SCG 99 .47 .78  

      
      
      
      

      
      

 
note: sostroub recoded (flipped)
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11a 
Macro Domain SCG perception of OS Abilities 

Domain SCG perception of OS ability compared to others 
Scale Name sosmart 
Scale Label SCG perception of OS ability compared to others 
Scale Mean 5.48 

Scale SD 1.13 
Scale Valid N 256 

Unstandardized Alpha .84 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=much worse than other children                     7=much better than other children 
sosscho How do you think your older child compares to other children in schoolwork? 

Scale-Item Values 1=much less tsmart than other children               7=much smarter than other children 
sosintel In comparison to other children, how smart is your older child? 

  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sosscho SCG 94a .73 *  
sosintel SCG 96 .73 *  

      
      
      
      
      
      

      
      

 
note: unincluded variable
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12a 
Macro Domain School 

Domain SCG satisfaction with school 
Scale Name sssat 
Scale Label SCG satisfaction with school 
Scale Mean 2.27 

Scale SD 0.50 
Scale Valid N 758   

Unstandardized Alpha 0.76 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=not too satisfied  2=somewhat satisfied  3=very satisfied 
In general, how satisfied are you this year with… 

ssatcomp            the interest and competence shown by teachers at your 7th graders school? 
ssatqual            the quality of courses that are offered at your 7th graders school? 
ssatclub            the extra-curricular and sports activities & clubs offered at your 7th grader’s school? 
ssatsafe  your 7th grader’s safety at school? 

  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
ssatcomp            SCG 91a .61 .68  
ssatqual            SCG 91b .64 .67  
ssatclub            SCG 91c .50 .75  
ssatsafe  SCG 91d .52 .73  
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12b 
Macro Domain School 

Domain SCG attitudes about parental involvement in school 
Scale Name sattinv 
Scale Label SCG attitudes about parental involvement in school 
Scale Mean 2.07 

Scale SD .60 
Scale Valid N 771 

Unstandardized Alpha .71 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=strongly agree 2=agree 3=neither agree nor disagree 4=disagree 5=strongly disagree 
saineff            When parents are actively involved in their child’s school, the schools are more 

effective. (R) 
sainethn When parents are involved at their child’s school, the schools become more responsive 

to the needs of their child’s ethnicity/culture. (R) 
sainhelp Teachers should do more to help parents get involved in the school. (R) 
sainwork Teachers have enough to do without also having to work with parents. 
sainresp Parents should take more responsibility for getting involved in their children’s school. 

(R) 
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
saineff     SCG 87a .59 .60  

sainethn SCG 87b .58 .61  
sainhelp SCG 87c .54 .63  
sainwork SCG 87d .25 .75  
sainresp SCG 87e .41 .68  

      
      
      

      
      

 
note:  unincluded variable 
  saineff, sainethn, sainhelp, sainresp recoded (flipped)
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12b 
Macro Domain School 

Domain SCG attitudes about parental involvement in school 
Scale Name sinvimp  
Scale Label Importance of parent involvement at school (subscale) 
Scale Mean 4.16 

Scale SD .68 
Scale Valid N 774 

Unstandardized Alpha .75 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=strongly agree 2=agree 3=neither agree nor disagree 4=disagree 5=strongly disagree 
saineff            When parents are actively involved in their child’s school, the schools are more 

effective. (R) 
sainethn When parents are involved at their child’s school, the schools become more responsive 

to the needs of their child’s ethnicity/culture. (R) 
sainresp Parents should take more responsibility for getting involved in their children’s school. 

(R) 
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
saineff            SCG 87a .67 .55 sattinv 

sainethn SCG 87b .64 .59 sattinv 
sainresp SCG 87e .45 .80 sattinv 

      
      
      
      
      

      
      

 
note:  unincluded variable 
  saineff, sainethn, sainresp recoded (flipped)
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12b 
Macro Domain School 

Domain SCG attitudes about parental involvement in school 
Scale Name steachn 
Scale Label Teachers should encourage parental involvement 
Scale Mean 3.60 

Scale SD .79 
Scale Valid N 773 

Unstandardized Alpha .53 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=strongly agree 2=agree 3=neither agree nor disagree 4=disagree 5=strongly disagree 
sainhelp Teachers should do more to help parents get involved in the school. (R) 
sainwork Teachers have enough to do without also having to work with parents. 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sainhelp SCG 87c .36 * sattinv 
sainwork SCG 87d .36 * sattinv 

      
      
      
      
      
      

      
      

 
note:  sainhelp  recoded (flipped)
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12c 
Macro Domain School 

Domain SCG attitudes about importance of schooling 
Scale Name sschsuc 
Scale Label School is the key to success. 
Scale Mean 2.05 

Scale SD .75 
Scale Valid N 776 

Unstandardized Alpha .37 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=strongly agree 2=agree 3=neither agree nor disagree 4=disagree 5=strongly disagree 
sainsucc My 7th grader will not be successful in life if he/she isn’t successful in school. (R) 
saineduc Education is the best ticket to a better life for the kids in this neighborhood. (R) 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sainsucc SCG 87g .24 *  
saineduc SCG 87j .24 *  

      
      
      
      
      
      

      
      

 
note:  sainsucc, saineduc recoded (flipped)
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12c 
Macro Domain School 

Domain SCG attitudes about importance of schooling 
Scale Name sscunim 
Scale Label School won’t help with child’s future 
Scale Mean 3.75 

Scale SD .75 
Scale Valid N 775 

Unstandardized Alpha .36 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=strongly agree 2=agree 3=neither agree nor disagree 4=disagree 5=strongly disagree 
sainjob My 7th grader will have a hard time getting a good job regardless of how well he/she does 

in school. (R) 
sainlear My 7th grader usually learns more useful and important things from friends/relatives than 

in school. (R) 
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
sainjob SCG 87h .23 *  
sainlear SCG 87i .23 *  

      
      
      
      
      
      

      
      

 
note:  sainjob, sainlear recoded (flipped)
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12d 
Macro Domain School 

Domain SCG negative school experience 
Scale Name ssexneg 
Scale Label SCG negative school experience 
Scale Mean 1.96 

Scale SD .72 
Scale Valid N 770 

Unstandardized Alpha .82 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=strongly agree 2=agree 3=neither agree nor disagree 4=disagree 5=strongly disagree 
ssexenjo I enjoyed the time I spent in my junior high and high school. 
ssexinte At the schools I went to, I felt that teachers were truly interested in helping me learn. 
ssexcare At the schools I went to, I felt that no one cared what happened to me. (R) 
ssexbad In general, going to school was a bad experience for me. (R) 

  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
ssexenjo SCG 88a .60 .78  
ssexinte SCG 88b .67 .75  
ssexcare SCG 88c .64 .77  
ssexbad SCG 88e .64 .77  

      
      
      
      

      
      

 
Note: unincluded variable 
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16a 
Macro Domain School 

Domain SCG family of origin school involvement 
Scale Name spnvsch 
Scale Label SCG family of origin school involvement 
Scale Mean 2.82 

Scale SD 1.20 
Scale Valid N 773 

Unstandardized Alpha .82 
  

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all                                          5=very much 
spihelp How much did your parents help you with your schoolwork? 

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all involved                            5=very involved 
spiinvol How involved were your parents with your schoolwork? 

  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
Name Book Code Question # Item-Total 

Correlation 
Alpha if item 

Deleted 
Name of other 

Scale that 
includes this 

Variable 
spihelp SCG 90a .69 *  

spiinvol SCG 90b .69 *  
      
      
      
      
      
      

      
      

 
Note: unincluded variable 
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Unincluded Variables 
 
Social Support 
SCG-lack of social support for child rearing 
synoss 
Lack of social support for child rearing 

Scale-Item Values 1=definitely yes, 2=maybe, 3=no, 4=I don’t know 
sssjob Is there anyone you could talk to for help in finding your teenage child a summer job? 

 
 
Social Support 
SCG – spouse involvement in child rearing 
sspoinv 
scg/spouse involvement in child rearing 

Scale-Item Values 1=too little, 2=about the right amount, 3=too much 
sspokres Is that amount of responsibility.. 

 
Social Support 
SCG/spouse conflict 
ssconflp 
scg/spouse conflict 

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all well, 2=not very well, 3=pretty well, 4=very well 
sspalong How well do you and your spouse/partner/other caregiver get along? 

Scale-Item Values 1=never, 2=almost never, 3=occasionally, 4=sometimes, 5=very often 
sdrugs How often do you and your spouse/partner/other caregiver argue about drinking and/or 

drugs? 
sdiscip How often do you and your spouse/partner/other caregiver argue about how much to 

discipline your 7th grader? 
 
Psychological Capitol 
SCG – resiliency 
sresil 
SCG – resiliency 

Scale-Item Values 1=less than 1 hour 2=1 to 2 hours 3=3 to 5 hours 4=more than 5 hours 
stimrea In the average week, how much time do you spend reading newspapers, magazines or 

books at home? 
 
Psychological Capitol 
SCG – efficacy for influencing positive and negative outcomes for child 
seficac 
SCG – seficac 

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all confident 2=not so confident 3=fairly confident 4=very confident 
sk6conf How confident are you that you will be able to prevent the things you worry about from 

occurring? 
Scale-Item Values 1=not very well 2=somewhat well 3=pretty well 4=very well 

seftrac How well can you keep track of your 7th grader outside of the home? 
Scale-Item Values 1=nothing 2=a little 3=some 4=a lot 

sefactiv How much can you do to get your 7th grader into good activities outside of school like 
music, sports, tutoring, or volunteering? 

sefstay How much can you do to get your 7th grader to stay in school until he/she graduates 
from high school? 
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Psychological Capitol 
SCG – substance abuse 
sdrktro 
SCG-problems because of drinking 

Scale-Item Values 1=never 2=once 3=2-3 times 5=6-9 times 6=10 or more times 
ssubfigh Because of alcohol or drugs, how many times in the past year have you gotten into a 

fight? 
 
Socialization Values 
SCG – Importance of child’s school achievement 
simpsch 
SCG – Importance of child’s school achievement 

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all important            7=very important 
skiwspor How important is it to you that your 7th grader do well in sports or extracurricular 

activities? 
skiwarts How important is it to you that your 7th grader do well in music or some other performing 

art? 
 
Gender Role 
SCG – gender role beliefs 
sgdrblf 
SCG – gender role beliefs 

Scale-Item Values 1=strongly agree  2=agree  3=disagree 4=strongly disagree 
sgrwarm A working mom can establish just as warm/secure a relationship with her children as a 

mom who doesn’t. 
sgrcare Women who aren’t willing to take some time off from their careers probably shouldn’t 

have children. 
 
Family Management 
SCG – time use with child 
sposac 
SCG – time use with child 

Scale-Item Values 1=never 2=once or twice 3=at least once a week 4=several times a week 5=daily for less 
than 1 hour 6=daily for more than one hour 
How often have you done the following activities with your 7th grader in the last month? 

sktsport  Played sports or other active outdoor activities with your 7th grader? 
sktmusic Played a musical instrument with your 7th grader. 

 
Family Management 
SCG – perception of child’s time use 
suncool 
uncool activities-scg 

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all 2=once or twice 3=at least once a week 4=several times a week 5=daily for 
less than 1 hour 6=daily for more than one hour 
Thinking about the last two weeks, about how often did your 7th grader do each of the 
following during out of school time? 

sk2wkpa Working for pay away from home. 
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SCG/Child Relationship 
SCG/Child Relationship 
stalky 
SCG talking with youth 

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=less than once a month 3=1-3 times a month 4=about once a week 5=a 
few times a week 6=almost every day 

skproud My 7th grader makes me proud. 
Scale-Item Values 1=not very close 2=fairly close 3=quite close 4=extremely close 

skrelat Is your relationship with your 7th grader…. 
 
SCG/Child Relationship 
SCG frustration working with child 
sfrus 
SCG frustration working with child 

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all frustrating                                  7=very frustrating 
In general, how frustrating do you find working with your 7th grader in the following 
areas? 

senskill Other skill areas such as music, dance, or drama. 
 
SCG Perceptions of Child 
SCG Perceptions of chances of positive and negative outcomes for child 
sposch 
SGC changes of positive outcomes (for child) 

Scale-Item Values 1=very low 2=low 3=in the middle 4=high 5=very high 6=already happened 
What are the chances that your 7th grader will… 

schheld be held back in school? 
schmilit enter the military? 

 
SCG Perceptions of Child 
SCG Perceptions of youth mental health 
synosoc 
SGC perception of youth anti-social behavior 

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
skhits My 7th grader hits, shoves, or pushes me. 

 
SCG Perceptions of Child 
SCG Perceptions of youth resiliency 
syresil 
SGC perception of youth resiliency 

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
skproud My 7th grader makes me proud. 

 
SCG Perceptions of Child 
SCG concerns about providing for child’s future 
sconemp  
SCG concerns about providing for child’s future 

Scale-Item Values 0=N/A 1=not at all concerned 2=a little 3=somewhat concerned 4=pretty concerned 
5=very concerned 

sconmoti How concerned are you that your 7th grader lacks sufficient motivation to get as much 
education as you would like him/her to have? 
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SCG Perceptions of Child 
SCG perceptions of child’s abilities 
syspor 
SCG believe Y will do well in sports 

Scale-Item Values 1=much worse than other children                      7=much better than other children 
In comparison to other children … 

skcolook how good looking is your 7th grader? 
skcotrou how much trouble does your 7th grader get into? 

 
SCG Perceptions of Older Sibling 
SCG perception of OS mental health 
soviole 
SCG perception of OS violent behavior 

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=less than once a month 3=1-3 times a month 4=about once a week 5=a 
few times a week 6=almost every day 
During the past couple of months (including today), how often has your older child… 

soshit  hit, shoved, or pushed you? 
 
SCG Perceptions of Older Sibling 
SCG perception of OS resiliency 
soresil 
SCG perception of OS resiliency 

Scale-Item Values 1=almost never 2=once in a while 3=sometimes 4=often 5=almost always 
soshard has a hard time handling problems when he/she gets upset (R). 

 
SCG Perceptions of OS Abilities 
SCG perception of OS ability compared to others 
sosmart 
SCG perception of OS abilities compared to others 

Scale-Item Values 1=much worse than other children                     7=much better than other children 
sossport  How do you think your older child compares to other children in sports? 
sosmusic How well do you think your older child compares to other children in music 

(singing/dancing/playing an instrument)? 
Scale-Item Values 1=much worse looking than other children        7=much better looking than other children 

soslook In comparison to other children, how good looking is your older child? 
 

Macro Domain School 
Domain SCG attitudes about parental involvement in school 

Scale Name sattinv 
Scale Label SCG attitudes about parental involvement in school 

Scale-Item Values 1=strongly agree 2=agree 3=neither agree nor disagree 4=disagree 5=strongly disagree 
sainpoor I feel responsible if my 7th grader does his/her homework poorly. 

 
Macro Domain School 

Domain SCG negative school experience 
Scale Name ssexneg 
Scale Label SCG negative school experience 

Scale-Item Values 1=strongly agree 2=agree 3=neither agree nor disagree 4=disagree 5=strongly disagree 
ssexhelp When I was in school, there was one special teacher who helped me and looked out for 

me. 
Macro Domain School 
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Domain SCG family of origin school involvement 
Scale Name spnvsch 
Scale Label SCG family of origin school involvement 

Scale-Item Values 1=not at all important                        5=very important 
spiwell How important was it to your parents that you did well in school? 

 


